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REMARKS

This Office Action Response is presented in response to the Final Ofiice Action mailed

on June 01, 2007. Claims 1, 6, 11, 15, 18, 19, 21, 23-25, and 28 have been amended. As a

result, claims 1-30 are presented herein for examination.

Examiner's Response to Arguments

The Examiner addressed the arguments presented in the Response / Amendment mailed

on March 12, 2007. The Applicant thanks the Examiner for the Examiner's consideration of the

Applicant's arguments. The Applicant addresses, below, the current outstanding issues in the

present Final Office Action with respect to the specific corresponding objections and/or

rejections, respectfully. In particular, claims have been amended as appropriate and where

indicated, above, to recite the limitations previously argued in the Response / Amendment. It is

respectfully traversed that the specification merely refers to the fingerprint as "identification" as

specification clearly recites "unique digital signatures", "identifications" (see page 1, line 14),

"digital fingerprint" (see page 2, line 30), "fingerprinf (see page 3, line 24), "digital fingerprint

(identification)" (see page 4, line 4), and so on. However, the generation of the digital

fingerprint is addressed in the claims as amended, above, and as argued with respect to the

rejections, below. Furthermore, it should be noted that Eraslan is directed to a three-dimensional

face identification system, and the Examiner has presented to arguments or rationale why such a

system should be applied to the field of endeavor as recited in the claims as amended herein. It

should be noted that claims 1-30 are presented herein for examination.

Information Disclosure Statement

The Examiner indicated that the Information Disclosure Statement filed on October 23,

2000 fails to comply with 37 CFR 1.98(a)(1). Since no references were provided in this

Information Disclosure Statement (merely a statement that no references were being provided

was submitted). Applicants' respectfully consider this issue moot.
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The Examiner indicated that the Information Disclosure Statement filed on July 12, 2002

also fails to comply with 37 CFR 1.98(a)(1). Unlike the above IDS, this one did contain

references. Therefore the Applicant is providing a compliant Information Disclosure Statement

with this Amendment.

Claims Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The Examiner rejected claims 1, 6, 11, and 15 under 35 USC § 112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the written description requirement.

The Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection for the following reasons. The

Applicant traverses the Examiner's interpretation of the invention as claimed and as amended

herein, as it is noted that, for example, the polling iterations are not required to be performed at

power up a plurality of times. The Applicant kindly points out that the specification is replete

with support for the recitations of the claims as amended herein, clearly placing the inventor in

possession of the claimed invention. For example, the Examiner's attention is kindly directed to

the following passages of the specification in which support may be found, among other places:

Pase 5, lines 9-14:

Figure 5], in one embodiment, digiui fingetprint circuit "12 comprises a. series of tightly

packed, sr^iail transistors (ID Ce!S Array S4; and compsralor S6 that compares the relative

voitages of adjacent transistors. fSee Backgroufid oi ihe Invention, above and Figure 5). fn

another embodiment, tingerprinr. circuif. 42 a>rnpri?.es static RAM, which, at initial power on,

yields a random binary number that can be used as a digital fingerprint. User device 40 cm

be any device tliaE: includes integrated circuits, inc^tdinga personal computer, a cei! phofie,

Pase 5, lines 28-30:
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f hange i!f;nil}4 Ani\y (.iver time, evpn though \\u btl it-plf ma> be \ety Ukeh U> f ip hi one

cmbodinirnt, tbc digital fingt^rpimt is ituMhvfly reaJ prtHkHf^rrrjined nurpber ot tifws in

otdf! to Lokuiate the most itkeiv vAitii^ for ecKh bif tn the digtt..^i ffn^wprint Ir^ onn

Pagg 6. /mgy 7-13:

and <^iu!og ?»<i*^ S8 f ho^o rompanfrtts opor.ito, as ^i!s<;^ls^e^t abnvi', k* yidd a binarv

nymbt'r fe-vulting from th*> relative ^ o rage dstfcrerj<.f among the tfan^i-tors in ID 0'l{ Attav

S4 ftngerpnnf ruruit 42, m!wf\er can comprise *^tatic RAM or anv other means of ytHdin^

r randum srrtng of hib Wtlh the usl- ot sUtir RA\' tbf ttogf-rprint in oiifr* embodiment, is

read Jt powe' on dtiJ dot's nut n^\oi\e the um* ot d < umjvuatur to t ompare tefritive valta^^es

of cidjaLent trdri'>fslotb in one embodiinenl i urtttol uaufl 60 t^ t o ffigured to exet ute tbe

meihod ilustrared in Figure 2,

Pase 6, lines 14-18:

As Ficu'-e 2 ihows (<y itr^-)t ctrcutt 60 po^ tingerprint ctrcuit 4/ a riPMred number tN)

tsrfie^ t\ id if^f nrdse^u it resudir^g t'ln^fip intvi ue \ste'i'- lt>4, lOi , 101^ and 1 lf)i hfum

thtst uncorded valupi i anttol c tcuft t 0 calo'latt", Hw mob>t pronabk d gitjl ttngfrfi mt

(Fi^jfe 1, st-j[t 1 li5 Iff one t,nih, diinent, <.unt o3 ctrcuit hH on a hit b> btt Kiii^ talruMtes

th^ most 'ike y value tur e..< h L t ba'fd on the ttet^ltve rt^tids des* obed above In o le

Pase 6, lines 28-30:
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use thfcbe siability values in an optimized lookup fnelhod According to one embodiment of

the present invefitton, controf rircuit 60 caJcuSarei the most probable fingerprint and,

optionailv'/ stabtltf^' \ ;^nd stores such value'' in mt^mory each Ume user device 40 <s

powered up.

FIG. 2:
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The specification fiirther teaches that fabrication of a silicon die including chip features that are

not precise creates a random effect that can be used to generate a random binary number (se for

example page 1, lines 14-16). Thus, it is believed that the specification clearly provides an

abundance of support for the limitations of the claims as recited herein, and on of ordinary skill

in the art would recognize that the inventor was in possession of the claimed invention at the

time the application was filed. Furthermore, it appears the Examiner has failed to meet the

burden required under MPEP 2163.04 to establish a written description requirement rejection, as
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the Examiner did not state why a person of ordinary skill in the art would not have recognized

that the inventor was in possession of the invention as claimed in view of the disclosure of the

application as filed. In meeting this burden, it is not sufficient for the Examiner to merely state

"Examiner cannot find support with respect to claims 6, 11, and 15 as amended" in the absence

of such an explanation. In contrast, the Applicant has pointed out numerous locations in the

disclosure where support for the claims may be found, thereby providing evidence in support of

possession. It is therefore beheved that the § 112 rejection should be withdrawn.

Claim Objections

The Examiner objected to claim 1 and the intervening claims as being indefinite

regarding recitation of the word "the" in claim 1

.

The Examiner's attention is kindly directed to page 2 of the Amendment / Response

submitted on March 12, 2007 in which the objected to word "the" was deleted from claim 1 and

replaced with the word "a". It is therefore believed that the rejection should be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §102

The Examiner rejected claims 11-17 and 21-30 under 35 USC § 102(e) as being

anticipated by the patent to Eraslan (6,381,346).

The Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection for at least the following reasons.

Independent claims 11, 15, 23, 25, and 28 have been amended herein to recite, among other

things:

Claim 11:

the circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising two or more devices

formed on the silicon die, the digital fingerprint being based at least in part on

an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a

process by which the silicon die was manufactured
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Claim 15:

the integrated circuit comprising two or more devices formed on the integrated

circuit, the digital fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical

characteristic of the two or more devices of the integrated circuit due to a

process bv which the integrated circuit was manufactured

Claims 23, 25:

the digital fingerprint corresponding to characteristics of a circuit, the circuit

being disposed on an integrated circuit and comprising two or more devices

formed on the integrated circuit, the digital fingerprint being based at least in

part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit

due to a process bv which the integrated circuit was manufactured

Claim 28:

the digital fingerprints corresponding to characteristics of a corresponding circuit,

the circuit being disposed on an integrated circuit and comprising two or more

devices formed on the integrated circuit, the digital fingerprints being based at

least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the

corresponding circuit due to a process bv which the integrated circuit was
manufactured

Nowhere does the patent to Eraslan teach that the digital fingerprint is based at least in part on an

electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a process by which the

silicon die was manufactured, as recited in claim 11 as amended herein, or by which the

integrated circuit was manufactured as recited in claims 15, 23, 25, and/or 28, as amended

herein, and their respective dependent claims. In fact, a text search of the patent to Eraslan as

obtained from the USPTO website was performed, and the words "digital fingerprint", "silicon
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die", "circuit" and "integrated circuit" were not found in Eraslan, let alone a digital fingerprint

being based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices. Therefore,

since the teaching of Eraslan is not identical to the methods recited in claims 1 1 and claim 15 as

amended herein, Eraslan does not anticipate claim 11 or claim 15. It is therefore believed that

the rejection should be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

The Examiner rejected claims 1-4 and 6-8 under 35 USC § 103(a) as being unpatentable

over the patent to Rhoads (6,026,193) in view of the patent to Ng (6,058,238). The Examiner

rejected claims 5, 9, 10 and 18-20 under 35 USC § 103(a) as being unpatentable over the patent

to Rhoads (6,026,193) in view of the patent to Eraslan (6,381,346).

The Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection for at least the following reasons.

Independent claims 1 and 6 have been amended herein to recite, among other things:

Claim 1:

the circuit being disposed on a sihcon die and comprising two or more devices

formed on the silicon die, said polling being performed at power-up for a digital

fingerprint, the digital fingerprint being based at least in part on an electrical

characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a process by
which the silicon die was manufactured

Claim 6:

the digital fingerprint circuit being disposed on a silicon die and comprising the

plurality of devices formed on the silicon die , the digital fingerprint being

based at least in part on an electrical characteristic of the plurality of devices

of the circuit due to a process by which the silicon die was manufactured
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Nowhere do the patents to Eraslan, Rhoads, or Ng teach that a digital fingerprint is based at least

in part on an electrical characteristic of the two or more devices of the circuit due to a process by

which the silicon die was manufactured, as recited in claims 1 and 6 as amended herein, and their

respective dependent claims. Therefore, since Eraslan, Rhoads, and Ng do not teach or disclose

all of the elements as recited in claims 1 and 6 as amended herein, Eraslan, Rhoads, and Ng do

not render obvious claims 1-4, 5-10, or 18-20. It is therefore believed that the rejection should

be withdrawn.
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CONCLUSION

In view of above, the Applicant submits that this application is in condition for

allowance. Therefore consideration of this Response and allowance of the application are

respectfully solicited.

If the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues in the application, it is

requested that the Examiner telephone the undersigned at (425) 882-6603 to expeditiously

resolve such issues.

Respectfully submitted.

Date: 01/15/2008 /Kevin D. Wills/

Kevin D. Wills

Registration No. 43,993

Customer Number: 26943

Telephone: (425) 882-6603


